FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Toronto’s best Designer Vintage Sale KOFFLER COUTURE
returns with The Curated Collection
A 5-day online auction of designer handbags and scarves from Dec 2–6, 2020
Toronto, ON, November 25, 2020 – Calling all fashion-lovers, style-mavens and shopaholics! Koffler Couture,
Toronto’s best designer vintage clothing sale, returns with The Curated Collection from December 2–6, 2020.
Returning for a 7th year, Koffler Couture is an annual fundraiser for the Koffler Centre of the Arts and one of
Toronto’s most popular designer vintage sales. Since 2014, the sale has featured fantastic deals on thousands of
items for both women and men, including designer clothes, shoes, jackets, shirts, blazers, handbags, furs, hats,
belts and more.
Elle Canada called Koffler Couture “a treasure-hunter’s dream.” Notable told their readers that Koffler Couture
was “not to be missed.” Shop Vintage called it “one of the best vintage sales in the city.” She Does the City
raved "Koffler Couture is the best place to score designer vintage in the city this season, bar none."
This year, Koffler Couture: The Curated Collection features a selection of high-end designer handbags and
scarves handpicked for the most discerning shopper in an online auction that opens for bidding on December 2,
2020 at 9:00 AM (EST) and closes on December 6, 2020 at 5:00 PM (EST) at kofflercouture.ca
Pre-Registration for the auction is open now. Auction items will be revealed on December 2, 2020 at 9:00 AM.
Register now and be the first to bid on your next designer piece!
Featured items for sale include bags and scarves by Chloé, Prada, Mulberry, Alaïa, Fendi, Christian Dior, Miu

Miu, Judith Leiber, Chanel, Hermès, Burberry, Oscar de la Renta, and more.
We may not be able to have an in-person sale due to public health guidelines necessitated by COVID-19, but
we're sure The Curated Collection will keep shoppers fashionable and happy until we can safely meet again
physically and shop together.
Koffler Couture: The Curated Collection is generously supported by Pear Tree Canada, North42, and Hugo
Nicholson.
All proceeds of the auction support the Koffler Centre of the Arts, a charitable arts organization dedicated to
making contemporary art accessible for audiences of all ages, cultural backgrounds, and walks of life. Each sale
supports the Koffler’s year-round gallery education and community-based participatory arts programs, which are
offered to youth, seniors, newcomers and refugees, and other underserved groups free-of-charge.
ABOUT THE KOFFLER CENTRE OF THE ARTS
The Koffler Centre of the Arts is a cultural platform that explores critical ideas and concerns of our time through
exhibitions, publications, performances, literary events and digital initiatives. We examine complex issues through
transformative art experiences that stimulate intercultural dialogue and position Jewish identity in conversation
with diverse perspectives and global voices. The Koffler Gallery and its administrative offices are located at
Artscape Youngplace, in Toronto’s vibrant West Queen West art and design district. Visit http://kofflerarts.org/
The Koffler Centre of the Arts acknowledges the support of the Koffler Family Foundation, Cultural Season
Sponsor CIBC Wood Gundy, the Ontario Arts Council through the Community and Multidisciplinary Arts
Organizations Program, our patrons and donors. Thanks to our Books & Ideas Media Partner, the Toronto Star.
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For further information, contact:
Tony Hewer
Director of Marketing, Communications and Archives
Koffler Centre of the Arts
180 Shaw Street, Suite 104-105, Toronto M6J 2W5
647.920.2398 | E-MAIL: thewer@kofflerarts.org
WEB: kofflerarts.org | koffler.digital

